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Paper Contributions

● Safety risk taxonomy
● Llama Guard
● Instructions for classifying human prompts and AI responses
● Model weights - publicly available



● Safety risk taxonomy
○ Taxonomy: risks that are of interest (become the classes of the classifier)
○ Risk guidelines: determine where the line is being drawn between encouraged and 

discouraged outputs for each risk category in the taxonomy
○ No standard taxonomy, so authors use a sample taxonomy based on commonly used risk 

categories

Safety Risk Taxonomy 



Llama Guard

● LLM-based input-output safeguard model
○ Trained on data related to the authors’ sample taxonomy

● Uses the applicable taxonomy as the input and uses instruction tasks for 
classification

○ Allows users to customize the model input for other taxonomies
○ Can also train the Llama Guard on multiple taxonomies and choose which one to use at 

inference time
● Human prompts and AI responses have different classifying instructions
● Model weights publicly available, opening the door for utilization by other 

researchers
● Built on top of Llama2-7b



Llama Guard Safety Taxonomy / Risk Guidelines

Content considered inappropriate:

● Violence & Hate
● Sexual Content
● Guns & Illegal Weapons
● Regulated or Controlled Substances
● Suicide & Self Harm
● Criminal Planning



Building Llama Guard

Input-Output Safeguarding Tasks: Key Ingredients

● Set of guidelines
● Type of classification
● Conversation
● Output format





Llama Guard Data Collection

● Use prompts from Anthropic dataset
● Generate Llama checkpoints for cooperating and refusing responses
● In-house red team labels prompt/response pairs
● Red team annotates with prompt category, response category, prompt label 

(safe/unsafe), and response label (safe/unsafe)
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Experiment 

Due to the lack of standardized taxonomies, different models will be trained on 
and tested on different datasets all with their own taxonomy.

Llama Guard is evaluated on two axes:

1. In-domain performance on its own datasets (and taxonomy) 

2. Adaptability to other taxonomies



Experiment: evaluation methodology

To evaluate on several datasets, all with different taxonomies, different bars and without clear 
mapping, there are three techniques used to subjectively evaluate the models.

1. Overall binary classification for APIs that provide per-category output: assigns positive label if 
any positive label is predicted, regardless of whether it aligns with GT target category, 

ex: text1 -> violence&hate GT: sexual content     positive->unsafe, right prediction  

1. Per-category binary classification via 1-vs-all (llama): unsafe only if violates target category 

ex: text2 -> violence&hate GT: sexual context     safe, wrong prediction 

            GT: violence&hate      unsafe, right prediction 

1. Per-category binary classification via 1-vs-benign (baselines): only benign labels are 
considered negative, removes hard negatives

Ex: calculating precision=TP/(TP+FP), less likely to predict false positive as less actual 
negative exists



Experiment: benchmarks and baselines 

Benchmarks:

ToxicChat: 10k, real-world user-AI interactions.

OpenAI Moderation Evaluation Dataset: 1,680 prompt examples, labeled 
according the OpenAI moderation API taxonomy 

Baselines:

OpenAI Moderation API: GPT-based, multi-label fine-tuned classifier

Perspective API: for online platforms and publishers

Azure AI Content Safety API: Microsoft multi-label classifier

GPT-4: content moderation via zero-shot prompting



OpenAI moderation 



Experiment Metrics

Precision-recall curve (AUPRC)



Results

General 



Results

Per category:



Results

1. High scores
2. High adaptability, close to OpenAI API on OpenAI dataset



More on adaptability

Via Prompting and few-shot



More on adaptability

Via fine-tuning: needs only 20% of the ToxicChat dataset to perform comparably 
with Llama2-7b trained on 100% of the ToxicChat dataset



Why purple Llama

Somewhere between red(attack) and blue(defensive) team, purple is the middle 
color, is a collaborative approach to evaluating and mitigating potential risks

● First industry-wide set of cybersecurity safety evaluations for LLMs
● Input/output safeguard



References
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Not what you’ve signed up for: Compromising Real-World 
LLM-Integrated Applications with Indirect Prompt Injection
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Introduction
LLMs can be flexibly modulated via natural 
language prompts. 
Susceptible to targeted adversarial prompting.

● Prompt Injection: Prompt injection is the 
process of hijacking a language model's 
output. Malicious users can exploit the model 
through Prompt Injection (PI) attacks that 
circumvent content restrictions or gain access 
to the model’s original instructions.

● Indirect Prompt Injection: IPI exploits the 
model's ability to infer and act on indirect cues 
or contexts embedded within harmless-
looking inputs. 



Prompt Injection

https://learnprompting.org/docs/prompt_hacking/injection



Indirect Prompt Injection

● Indirect Prompt Injection (IPI) can 
compromise LLM-integrated 
applications—a completely 
uninvestigated attack vector in 
which retrieved prompts 
themselves can act as “arbitrary 
code”

● Involves influencing the model's 
response in a less obvious way.

● From a third party data source like 
a web search or API call



Attack Surface of LLM-Integrated Applications 



Attack Surface of LLM-Integrated Applications 

Injection Methods:

● Passive Method

● Active Method

● User-Driven Injections

● Hidden Injections



Injection Methods
Passive Methods

These methods rely on retrieval to deliver injections.

For example, for search engines, the prompts could be placed within public 
sources (e.g., a website or social media posts) that would get retrieved by a 
search query. Attackers could use Search Engine Optimization (SEO) techniques 
to promote their poisonous websites.

Active Methods
The prompts could be actively delivered to the LLM, e.g., by sending emails 
containing prompts that can be processed by automated spam detection, personal 
assistant models, or new LLMs-augmented email clients.



Injection Methods

User-Driven Injections

Tricking the users themselves into entering the malicious prompt.

● A user could rashly paste the copied text with the prompt in it as a question to 
ChatGPT, delivering the injection.

● Attackers could leverage “classic” social engineering to disseminate malicious 
prompts, by convincing users to try prompts where the instructions are written 
in a different language (e.g., “You won’t believe ChatGPT’s answer to this 
prompt!”)



Injection Methods

Hidden Injections

To make the injections more 
stealthy, attackers could use 
multiple exploit stages, where 
an initial smaller injection 
instructs the model to fetch a 
larger payload from another 
source. 



Attack Surface of LLM-Integrated Applications 



Threats

Information Gathering

● Indirect prompting could be 
leveraged to exfiltrate users’ data 
(e.g., credentials, personal 
information) or leak users’ chat 
sessions).

Fraud

● LLMs can produce convincing scams 
such as phishing emails. However, 
when integrating LLMs with 
applications, they could not only 
enable the creation of scams but also 
disseminate such attacks and act as 
automated social engineers



Threats

Intrusion

● Models integrated into system 
infrastructures could constitute backdoors 
for attackers to gain unauthorized 
privilege escalation. The attackers can 
gain different levels of access to the 
victims’ LLMs and systems.

Malware

● Similar to fraud, models could facilitate 
the spreading of malware by suggesting 
malicious links to the user.



Threats

Manipulated Content

● LLMs can constitute an intermediate layer, 
which can be prone to manipulation, between 
the user and the requested information. 

Availability

● Prompts could be used to launch availability 
or Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks. Attacks 
might aim to make the model completely 
unusable to the user (e.g., failure to generate 
any helpful output) or block a certain 
capability (e.g., specific API).



Evaluation and Discussion of LLM Security Risks

Zhiyang Yuan (vfr4pr)



Experimental Setup

● OpenAI's APIs and LangChain library
○ (e.g., text-davinci-003, gpt-4, etc.)
○ Toolkit for LLMs, chain-of-thought processes, apply logic step by step

● ReAct prompting
○ Technique to maintain context and continuity
○ reactivate previous text and parts of the conversation



● Search: Allows search queries to be answered with external content (which 
can potentially be malicious).

● View: Gives the LLM the capability to read the current website the user has 
opened.

● Retrieve URL: Sends an HTTP GET request to a specified URL and returns 
the response.

● Read/Send Email: Lets the agent read current emails, and compose and 
send emails at the user’s request

● Read Address Book: Lets the agent read the address book entries as 
(name, email) pairs.

● Memory: Lets the agent read/write to simple key-value storage per user’s 
request.

Chat App Interfaces:



Controlling Experiment Variables

only provide predetermined content, off-topic requests are ignored

LLMs in these applications are not connected to actual systems or the internet 
ensuring a controlled environment.

"sampling temperature of 0": randomness of predictions, lower temperature make 
model more confident and repetitive, choosing the most likely next word more 
often, reproducibility of the experiments.



Real-World Application Testing

● Bing Chat: Chat modes and Bing Chat in a sidebar
○ Exploit: insert the prompts in local HTML comments.
○ Attackers poison their own websites

● Github Copilot: manipulate code auto-completion
○ OpenAI Codex suggest lines or functions



Demonstrations of Threats

Emphasize Three level of threats (risks):

● Indirectly injected instructions can affect LLM's behavior, demonstrating that 
the model doesn't separate data from instructions.

○ A chatbot might be indirectly instructed to prioritize certain information thus subtly altering its 
responses.

● Normally filtered prompts can bypass filters if injected indirectly.
○ A chatbot might ignore suspicious prompts, but prompts can bypass such filters if hidden 

within seemingly normal input.
● LLMs often maintain these indirect injections throughout a conversation, 

leading to sustained manipulation.
○ The method of injecting these prompts can vary, like through data retrieval or emails, and 

some scenarios involve starting with an already compromised model.



Information Gathering Attack



Information Gathering Attack

● Indirect injections can instruct an LLM to extract sensitive information from 
users.

○ LLM is manipulated to ask the user for their real name
○ Attackers place the injection where the targeted group is likely to interact with the LLM, 

allowing for targeted information extraction.
○ nation-states to identify individuals working on sensitive matters



Attacks only need to outline the goal,which models might autonomously implement.



Fraud and Malware attacks





Malware







Intrusion attacks







Manipulated Content: Arbitrarily-Wrong or Biased Output







Availability attacks







Ethical Considerations

● Ethical and Safety Concerns
○ LLMs raise significant ethical questions regarding safety and societal impact.
○ large user base of LLM applications

● Urgent Action Needed
○ The rapid integration of LLMs into applications require immediate attention to security issues.

● Disclosure
○ Publishing results, calling for more research in the area



Limitations

● Experimental Setup
○ Synthetic applications and local HTML files

● Limited Tools
○ Test on Bing chat
○ Limited access to Microsoft 365 Copilot and ChatGPT’s plugins

● Future
○ Tests prompt were up straight
○ Ways of deception may get better

● Multi-modal Injections
○ No access to multi-model version of GPT-4



Reference:

All examples and demonstrations obtained from “Not what you’ve signed up for: 
Compromising Real-World LLM-Integrated Applications with Indirect Prompt 
Injection ”



Thank You!


